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(1) Real Party in Interest

A statement identifying by name the real party in interest is contained in the brief.

(2) Related Appeals and Interferences

The examiner is not aware of any related appeals, interferences, or judicial proceedings that

will directly affect or be directly affected by or have a bearing on the Board's decision in the

pending appeal.

(3) Status of Claims

The statement of the status of claims contained in the brief is correct.

(4) Status of Amendments After Final

The appellant's statement of the status of amendments after final rejection contained in the

brief is correct.

(5) Summary of Claimed Subject Matter

The summary of claimed subject matter contained in the brief is correct.

(6) Grounds of Rejection to be Reviewed on Appeal

The appellant's statement of the grounds of rejection is correct.

(7) Claims Appendix

The copy of the appealed claims contained in the Appendix to the brief is correct in

substance, but there is a typographical error in the labeling of steps in independent claim

146. The steps are labeled as "a." and "b." on p. 13 of the brief, then they continue as steps

"(b)", "(c)", and so forth, on p. 14 of the brief. As correctly shown for similar independent

claim 176 on p. 21 of the brief, the claim 146 steps should be consistently labeled as "a.",

"b.", "a", "d.", and so forth.

(8) Evidence Relied Upon

The following is a listing of the evidence (e.g., patents, publications, Official Notice, and

admitted prior art) relied upon in the rejection of claims under appeal.
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Byerly et al., US006067524A, 2 May 2000

Bucci, US005655089A, 5 August 1997

Masuda, US005569897A, 29 October 1996.

(9) Grounds of Rejection

A copy of the final rejection mailed on 14 July 2004 is included as an appendix to this

examiner's answer.

(10) Response to Argument

Appellant argues (p. 5, third para, from the bottom) that "Byerly merely teaches adding

medical advisory information to pharmacy transaction information that is relevant to the

pharmaceutical for which the patient had bought through the use of a doctor's prescription."

That is not correct. Byerly teaches that the advisory message includes "all types of

information provided to pharmacy patients, including information about the prescribed

product being dispensed, information about related products or procedures, patient-specific

information (such fasl scheduling of appointments, physicals. etc. I promotional materials

and/or discount information pertaining to the purchase of prescription products and/or other

products and/or simply news items pertaining to the dispensed product and/or to

pharmaceutical products and/or health in general" (emphasis added) (col. 2, lines 53-63).

Thus, Byerly is not limited to adding information that is only relevant to the pharmaceutical

being bought; Byerly's medical advisory information encompasses all health-related

information, including information reminding the customer "to schedule a physical" (col. 4,

lines 10-15). Such an advisory message 440 including patient-specific information 442 is

illustrated as Fig. 5 and described at col. 6 lines 27-36.

Appellant also argues that "Byerly and Bucci teach away from each other and thus cannot be

properly combined" (bottom of p. 7) since Bucci "teaches the electronic or computer

combination of several financial services transaction accounts into a single printed

transaction statement" (p. 5, bottom para.). As acknowledged in the rejection (p. 3), Byerly

does not teach that the customer's transaction statement (billing information) is mailed to the

customer through the US Postal Service. Bucci was used to show customer transaction

statements, which not only included the transaction information, but also additional "hard-
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copy material in the nature of advertising or bill-breakdown information", being mailed

through the US Postal Service to the customer. It was also noted in the rejection that the

motivation to combine the references was to allow the customers in Byerly to conduct

telephonic, mail order, or on-line transactions with the pharmacy. Such "remote"

pharmaceutical transactions have been utilized for many years to provide medicine to

patients who are not able to 'physically go to a brick-and-mortar pharmacy and would have

been an obvious extension to the Byerly pharmacy.

Appellant also argues that the combination of Bucci with Byerly would render Byerly

unsatisfactory for its intended purpose and would change the principle of operation of the

reference (pages 4-5) because of the periodicity of the receipt of the materials by the end

user and when the payment is made in relation to the consumption of products or services

(page 8, 2
nd

para, from the end, and p. 10). While the references must be considered in their

entirety, obviousness is not based on whether all the features in one reference can be

combined with all the features of the other reference. Rather, obviousness is based on what

one of ordinary skill in the art would have ascertained from the two disclosures.

In the instant case, both references disclose combining transaction information with

additional information and presenting the combined information to the user. The addition of

mailing the combined information to the user (along with the requested pharmaceuticals)

would not render Byerly inoperable. As disclosed, the pharmacy printer would still print the

combined information, and then the printed information would be placed in an envelope

along with the pharmaceutical and mailed to the user, the same as any other telephonic,

mail order, or on-line pharmacy.

As to the citation of Byerly (col. 6, lines 39-48) which appellant argues teaches away from

mailing the advisory message (p. 9, last two full para.), the examiner has not said that it

would have been obvious to mail just the advisory message, but that it would have been

obvious to mail the combined information (transaction/billing information and advisory

message) in order to allow telephonic, mail order, and on-line pharmacies to perform the

Byerly invention. Neither Byerly, Bucci, nor the instant invention has disclosed mailing just

the advisory message to the user. In all three, it is the combined transaction information and

advisory message that is being delivered to the user.
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The Applicant's argument about the periodicity of the receipt of the materials by the end user

(p. 10) is also not persuasive. Both the instant invention and the invention by Byerly would

function the same whether the user's prescription was a one-time prescription or a periodic

prescription (e.g. 90-day); either could use the periodic consolidated billing method disclosed

by Bucci. The appellant's argument about when payment is made in relation to the

consumption of products or services is also not persuasive. Surely, the user is not going to

consume all of the prescribed medicine at one time; thus, payment would be received prior

to total consumption of the product. A telephonic, mail order, or on-line pharmacy (or even a

brick-and-mortar pharmacy) utilizing the Byerly invention could require pre-payment by the

user and present the user with a "paid-in-full" billing statement, or accept delayed payment,

such as by credit card or charge account, and present the user with an "amount-due" billing

statement. In any case, both Byerly and Bucci disclose that additional information would be

combined with the billing statement information, and that the combined statement would then

be delivered to the user.

For the above reasons, it is believed that the rejections should be sustained.

Respectfully submitted,

Donald L. Champs
Primary Examiner
Art Unit 3622

Conferees:

James W. Myhre

Eric W. Stamber

4 May 2006
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1 . The amendment filed on August 25, 2004 under 37 CFR 1 .1 15 has been

considered but is ineffective to overcome the Bveriv et al (6,067,524), Bucd

(5,655,089), and Masuda(5,569,897) references. The amendment did not add or cancel

any claims, but amended Claims 146-205. Therefore, the currently pending claims

considered below remain Claims 146-205.

*

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

2. The amendment filed on August 25, 2004 has amended Claims 1 46-1 75 to

overcome the 35 U.S.C. 112 rejection in paragraph 3 of the April 20, 2004 Office Action.

Therefore, the Examiner hereby withdraws that rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. Claims 146-205 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Bveriv et al (6,067,524) in view of Bucd (5,655,089) and Masuda (5,569,897).

Claims 146 and 176: Bveriv discloses a system and method for providing health

care reminders on billing statements, comprising:

a. enabling an entity to provide health care reminders as an additional

service to end users (customers)(col.2, lines 14-34);
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f., gM & h. receiving and storing end user data relating to a health

reminder (col 2, line 53 - col 3, line 2; col 3, lines 16-37; and col 4, lines 10-24);

i. & j. allowing the end user to perform a transaction, resulting in

transaction data stored in the system (col 2, lines 17-34); and

k. & I. providing the transaction data and the health care reminder to the

end user on a transaction staieiTient (col 1, lines 50-56; col 4, lines 48-52; col 6, lines

27-48; and col 8, lines 3-8).

While Bverlv discloses providing the transaction data and the health care

reminder during a transaction at a pharmacy, it is also disclosed that the information

being printed and presented to the end user includes "billing information". It is common

and usual for prescribed pharmaceuticals to be paid for, in whole or in part, by the end

user's insurance agency, HMO, PPO, or other third party. Therefore, the information

that Bverlv is providing to the end user at the pharmacy which includes the "billing

information" is the equivalent of a billing statement in that it shows the end user his

portion, if any, of the cost of the prescription being filled, especially in view of the

disclosure by Bverlv that the health care information is being provided by the end user's

HMO or PPO. This would be especially true if the pharmacy is completing an order that

an end user submitted remotely via telephone, mail order, or online.

Bucci also discloses a system and method for providing additional information

along with a billing statement mailed through the postal channels to the end user at a

later time. Therefore, it would have been obvious to send the health care reminders

being presented to the end user in Byerlv through the postal mails along with the billing
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statement. One would have been motivated to send this information through the mail in

order to present Bverlv's reminders to end users whose prescriptions are being filled

remotely, e.g. telephonic, mail order, or on-line.

While Bverlv and Bucri disclose how health care reminders may be presented to

an end user who conducts a transaction, it is not explicitly disclosed on how the end

user's credit card being used in the transaction is issued or used (steps b-e in Claims

146 and 176). Masuda discloses a system and method for issuing and using credit

cards which comprises:

. c. attracting potential end users to said financial cards (i.e. advertising the

financial card to the end user by providing the end user with a credit application

form)(col 1 f lines 19-21 ). The Examiner notes that it is also common and usual for

credit card companies and other companies offering products or services to advertise

the availability of their product or service and to direct the potential customer's attention

to the positive features of the product or service.

d. & e. converting potential end users into end user by accepting and

approving an application for the financial card (col 1 , lines 1 9-25 and 41 -48);

b. providing the financial card and related services to the approved end

user (col 1, lines 48-53).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to use a credit card which had been advertised,

issued, and approved in a manner similar to Masuda when conducting the pharmacy

transaction in Bverlv . One would have been motivated to use such a credit card in
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order to preclude the end user from having to carry a large amount of cash, which has

been recognized as one of the major advantages of credit cards versus cash payments.

The additional wording in the claims regarding the type of contents contained or

not contained in the message, e.g. whether the message reminds the end user of a pre-

existing medical appointment or reminds the end user to make a medical appointment,

does r.ot affect the steps of providing a message on a billing statement and, thus, is

given little if any patentable weight. It would have been obvious that once a system had

been set up which places personalized messages on a billing statement, the messages

may be directed towards any topic chosen by the message provider.

Likewise, the reason for providing personalized messages on a billing statement,

whether to promote a credit card company, promote the HMO providing the messages,

or merely to promote better health practices by the end user, is merely the intended use

for the claimed invention and does not affect the steps involved in providing a message

on a billing statement, thus, is again given little if any patentable weight.

Claims 147 and 177: Bverlv . Bucci . and Masuda disclose the system and

method for providing health care reminders on a billing statement as in Claims 146 and

176 above. While Bverlv does not disclose that the billing statement is from a credit

card company, Bucci explicitly discloses that the billing statement can be from "such

businesses as American Express, AT&T, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Sears, and Merrill

Lynch" (col 2, lines 34-36). At least two of these (American Express and Sears) issue

credit cards and send out monthly statements on the amount due by the end user.

Thus, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the
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invention was made that the billing statement could be a result of a credit charge to a

credit card account owned by the end user. One would have been motivated to place

the messages on a credit card billing statement to ensure that the end user receives the

messages each month, since almost all credit card holders use their credit card at least

once each month, whereas many end users may only visit a pharmacy once or twice a

year.

Claims 148, 149, 178, and 179: Bverlv. Bucci. and Masuda disclose a system

and method for providing health care reminders on a billing statement as in Claims 146

and 1 76 above. Bucci further discloses that the billing statement can be from a credit

card company, a bank, etc. It is old and well known that banks issue both credit and

debit cards some of which may also be used to access ATM machines. Thus, it would

have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was

made that the billing statement could be for purchases made using a credit, debit, or

ATM card. One would have been motivated to include these various types of payment

cards in order to expand the coverage of the system to include end users with all types

of payment cards, since they all send out similar monthly billing statements.

Claims 150 and 180: Bverlv . Bucci . and Masuda disclose a system and method

for providing health care reminders on a billing statement as in Claims 146 and 176

above. Bverlv further discloses that the message content may be provided by a variety

of third parties (col 2, line 53 - col 3, line 2).
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Claims 151-162, 164-174, 181-192, and 194-204: Bveriv . Bucti, and Masuda

disclose a system and method for providing health care reminders on a billing statement

as in Claims 146 and 176 above. Masuda also discloses that the end user completes

an application form to receive the credit card. Thus, the system is providing the end

user with prompts, questions, and information concerning not only the credit card itself,

but all other aspects of the services and benefits provided by the credit card iszuer.

Bucci further discloses that various third parties input data into the system pertaining to

the messages being placed on the billing statement. It is inherent that as the various

parties input data, the content of the messages being provided to the end user would

change, i.e. be modified, revised, updated, or deleted. This would include changes to

the personal data or preferences input by the end user, such as a change in marital

status, etc. Bveriv and Bucci also disclose that the messages could be printed directly

on the statement or onto a separate document provided in the same enclosure as the

statement. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art

at the time the invention was made to provide the end user in Bveriv with prompts,

questions, and information concerning the end user data and preferences, payment

instrumental data, and other information such as Bverlv's "government warnings and

news items", and to allow the data contained in the prompts, questions, information, and

messages to be modified, revised, updated, or deleted. One would have been

motivated to gather, modify, and provide the information in this manner in order to keep

the end user informed with the most pertinent messages, such as the latest news items

instead of news from the year before.
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Claims 163 and 193: Bverlv. Bucci, and Masuda disclose a system and method

for providing health care reminders on a billing statement as in Claims 146 and 176

above. While it is not explicitly disclosed in any of the cited references that the end user

will acknowledge receipt of the health reminder, it is old and well known to require such

acknowledgement, especially if the message pertains to a pending medical

appointment. While no specific method of acknowledgement is claimed, it is common

for the end user to respond to an appointment reminder by verifying his desire to keep

the appointment. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made to enable the end user to acknowledge

receipt of the health care reminder. One would have been motivated to allow the end

user to acknowledge receipt in order to preclude annoying the end user by sending the

same reminder numerous times.

Claims 175 and 205: Bverlv . Bucci . and Masuda disclose a system and method

for providing health care reminders on a billing statement as in Claims 146 and 176

above. Bucci further discloses that credit card-companies, among others, frequently

mail out records, bills, and other documents separately (col 1, lines 12-35). Therefore, it

would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made that the credit card company or any other entity could send the end user

health care reminders separately from the billing statement. One would have been

motivated to send the reminder separately in order to ensure timely arrival, such as

when the reminder is for an appointment that is two days before the billing statement is

normally mailed out.
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Response to Arguments

4. Applicant's arguments filed August 25, 2004 have been fully considered but they

are not persuasive.

a. The Applicant argues that Bverlv "merely teaches adding medical advisory

information to pharmacy transaction information that is relevant to the pharmaceutical

for which the patient had bought through the use of a doctor's prescription." (page 3).

However, the Examiner notes that (page 3). However, the Examiner notes that Bverlv

explicitly discloses that the advisory message includes "all types of information provided

to pharmacy patients, including information about the prescribed product being

dispensed, information about related products or procedures, patient-specific

information (such [as] scheduling of appointments, physicals, etc.), promotional

materials and/or discount information pertaining to the purchase ofprescription products

and/or otherproducts and/or simply news items pertaining to the dispensed product

and/or to pharmaceutical products and/or health in generat (emphasis added) (col 2,

lines 53-63). Thus, Bverlv is not limited to adding medical advisory information that is

only relevant to the pharmaceutical being bought; but encompasses all health-related

information including information reminding the customer "to schedule a physical" (col 4,

lines 10-15).

b. The Applicant also argues that
"
Bverlv and Bucci teach away from each other

and thus cannot be properly combined" (page 3) since Bucci "teaches the electronic or

computer combination of several financial services transaction accounts into a single

printed transaction statement" (page 3). The Examiner points out that as noted in the
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rejection above Bverlv does not explicitly teach that the customer's transaction

statement (billing information) is mailed to the customer through the US Postal Service.

Bucci was used to show customer transaction statements, which not only included the

transaction information, but also additional "hard-copy material in the nature of

advertising or bill-breakdown information
0

,
being mailed through the US Postal Service

to the customer. It was also noted in the rejection that the motivation to combine the

references was to allow the customers in Bverlv to conduct telephonic, mail order, or

on-line transactions with the pharmacy. Such "remote" pharmaceutical transactions

have been utilized for many years to provide medicine to patients who are not able to

physically go to a brick-and-mortar pharmacy and would have been an obvious

extension to the Bverlv pharmacy.

c. The Applicant argues that the combination of Bucci with Bverlv would render

Bverlv unsatisfactory for its intended purpose and would change the principle of

operation of the reference (pages 4-5) because of the periodicity of the receipt of the

materials by the end user and when the payment is made in relation to the consumption

of products or services (pages 6-7). The Examiner would like to first note that while the

disclosures of the references must be looked at in their entirety, obviousness is not

based on whether all the features in one reference are able to be combined with all the

features of the other reference, but rather what one of ordinary skill in the art would

have ascertained from the two disclosures. In the present case, both references

disclose combining transaction information with additional information and presenting

the combined information to the user. The addition of mailing the combined information
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to the user (along with the requested pharmaceuticals) would not render Bverlv

inoperable. As disclosed, the pharmacy printer would still print the combined

information, and then the printed information would be placed in an envelope along with

the pharmaceutical and mailed to the user, the same as any other telephonic, mail

order, or on-line pharmacy. As to the citation of Bverlv (col 6, lines 39-48) which the

Applicant argues teaches away from mailing the advisory message (page 5), the

examiner notes that in the above combination, the Examiner has not claimed that it

would have been obvious to mail just the advisory message, but that it would have been

obvious to mail the combined information (transaction/billing information and advisory

message) in order to allow telephonic, mail order, and on-line pharmacies to perform

the Bverlv invention. Neither Bverlv. Bucci . nor the Applicant has disclosed mailing just

the advisory message to the user. In all three, it is the combined transaction information

and advisory message that is being delivered to the user. The Applicant's argument *

about the periodicity of the receipt of the materials by the end user is non-persuasive.

Both the Applicant's invention and the invention by Bveriv would function the same

whether the user's prescription was a one-time prescription or a periodic prescription

(e.g. 90-day); thus, either could utilize the periodic consolidated billing method disclosed

by Bucci . Likewise, the Applicant's argument about when payment is made in relation

to the consumption of products or services is also non-persuasive. In all three

instances, the Examiner doubts that the user is going to "consume" all of the prescribed

medicine at one time; thus, payment will be received prior to the total consumption of

the product. A telephonic, mail order, or on-line pharmacy (or even a brick-and-mortar
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pharmacy) utilizing the Bverlv invention could require pre-payment by the user and

present the user with a "paid-in-full" billing statement, or accept delayed payment, such

as by credit card or charge account, and present the user with an "amount-due" billing

statement. In either case, both Bverlv and Bucci disclose that additional information

would be combined with the billing statement information, and that the combined

statement would then be delivered to the user.

Conclusion

5. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1 .136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1 .136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Exr. James W. Myhre whose telephone number is (571

)

272-6722. The examiner can normally be reached Monday through Thursday from 5:30

a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Eric Stamber, can be reached on (571) 272-6724. The fax phone number

for Formal or Official faxes to Technology Center 3600 is (703) 872-9306. Draft or

Informal faxes, which will not be entered in the application, may be submitted directly to

the examiner at (571) 273-6722.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the Group Receptionist whose telephone number is

(571)272-3600.

June 20, 2005
Art Unit 3622


